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Abstract 

With increasing climate change and urban activity, city temperatures are rising at a staggering 

rate. To react to and combat such extreme environments, buildings must be designed with 

dynamic interfaces that can greatly improve operational energy efficiency and better manage 

indoor comfort. In particular, building-integrated materials that can differentially self-assemble 

with a change in temperature might enable ‘cost-free’ thermoresponsive performance. Here, 

we introduce a proof-of-concept for a thermally-self-correcting liquid shading layer, leveraging 

the temperature-dependence of viscosity to drive the morphology and shading potential of a 

self-organizing fluidic structure. We inject liquid pigment within a confined viscous fluid layer, 

demonstrating the strong dependence of planar pigment morphology, pigment area fraction, 

and subsequent light absorption on viscosity at the onset of pattern emergence. Then, by 

corelating the well-established dependency of viscosity on temperature, we estimate that for 

an increase in outdoor temperature from 15-40 ℃ we might achieve an increase in pigment 

area fraction and decrease in layer transmissivity of 10%. This self-correcting system, capable of 

limiting solar heat gain in response to rising temperature, would be the first adaptation of 

thermoresponsive fluid dynamics for architecture. We close by discussing existing limitations 

that must be addressed to achieve consistent performance.      
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Introduction  
Buildings consume roughly 75% of the U.S. national electricity supply (1) and 33% of the global 

energy supply (2). As a direct consequence, their operation is responsible for about 32% of 

energy-related CO2 emissions around the globe (3). Within this footprint, about 40% of building 

energy consumption can be attributed to space-heating and space-cooling (thermoregulatory) 

functions (4). Typical buildings struggle to effectively control solar radiation, as they are often 

designed with static materials that cannot adjust properties to modulate heat flow into and out 

of the indoor space strategically (5, 6). Compounding this existing inefficiency, climate change is 

causing increasing temperature extremes, felt disproportionally in urban environments. Urban 

‘heat islands’, as cities are often called, can be a full 10 ℃ warmer than their rural surroundings 

(7), owing to decreased vegetative evapotranspiration (cooling) and increased urban activity 

and equipment use (heating) (8). With higher outdoor temperatures, the pressure on buildings 
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to control interior climate has significantly grown, requiring an increasing use of air 

conditioning. This trend accelerates a positive feedback of warming by directly increasing the 

local outdoor air temperature (mechanically), and by indirectly increasing the global outdoor air 

temperature through associated emissions (9). Accordingly, the development of building 

components that can intelligently regulate the flow of heat as a response to outdoor 

temperature – as a negative, rather than positive, feedback – has emerged as an important 

scientific challenge (10-13).  

      A handful of ‘smart’ chromogenic building materials have been conceptualized with negative 

thermoresponsive functionality (13). Such materials integrate sensing, control, and actuation 

intrinsically; these materials can respond to a temperature stimulus by self-assembling in such a 

way as to limit further heat flow. Thermochromic windows, for instance, are typically designed 

with a thin film of vanadium dioxide (VO2) (14), undergoing a structural phase change at a 

transition temperature of Tc = 68 ℃. Below Tc, the VO2 lattice has a monoclinic structure, 

transitioning to a tetragonal structure above Tc (15). This high-temperature tetragonal 

geometry allows for a substantial increase in electrical conductivity and visible/infrared 

reflectivity, thereby limiting solar heat flux at temperatures above Tc (9). Efforts to decrease Tc 

to a more practical 25 ℃ have been achieved through doping VO2 with tungsten (16), while 

efforts to improve the range of optical modulation and spectral tunability have also been 

achieved with other chemical additives and impurities (17-20). Despite these technical 

advances, thermochromic materials are still plagued by degradation when exposed to 

ultraviolet radiation (21). This regular solar exposure causes decay in the mechanical properties 

of the material to such extremes that the functional lifetime of thermochromic windows is 

considered far too short for building-integration (22). 

      Building facades as well as exterior shading structures have also been developed that 

incorporate nickel-titanium (NiTi) shape-memory-alloys (SMAs) (23). SMAs undergo a 

thermomechanical transition of the lattice structure, switching between a low-temperature 

martensite phase and a high-temperature austenite phase. The change in atomic structure can 

result in a volumetric expansion/contraction of the material of up to 5% for typical temperature 

cycles between 15-30 ℃, supplying in one instance a force of over 25 000 MPa for 

thermoresponsive mechanical actuation (24). SMAs have been used to trigger stress-responsive 

lighting (25), actuate pulley systems for exterior shading louvers (24), regulate ventilation and 

convective heat flow (26), and reconfigure lightweight structures (27, 28). Shape memory 

polymers (SMPs), which achieve analogous thermally-induced transitions between rubbery and 

glassy phases, have also been explored as smart materials for accomplishing thermoresponsive 

behaviours within buildings. SMPs can typically achieve much higher strains than SMAs, and 

have been proposed as thermomechanical mechanisms to regulate facade porosity (29, 30) and 

deformation-induced solar shading (31, 32).  

      Despite the broad applicability of these systems as optical and mechanical actuators, the 

performance range of both thermochromic and shape-memory materials is limited by the 

binary switchability of their atomic structure. While two-state dynamic systems can provide 

critical improvements to building functionality and energy efficiency, typical facades must 
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contend with a continuous range of exterior temperatures, and would benefit from a system 

that can achieve an equally-continuous range of proportional responses.  

      Thermobimetal composites (TBCs), which take advantage of differential thermal expansion 

between two laminated metal alloys, represent some progress in this direction. The difference 

in volumetric thermal expansion between the two alloy layers causes mechanical bending of 

the composite structure approximately proportional to temperature change. TBCs have been 

proposed in building facades, integrated as shape-changing louvers, shades, and apertures that 

can preferentially block solar ingress at higher temperatures (22, 33). Unfortunately, the 

performance range of these systems is still limited, defined by a singular axis of bending. 

Moreover, all solid-phase SMAs and TBCs must be ‘trained’ to react to temperature changes 

favourably, and the associated manufacturing process, involving stepwise stressing and 

temperature exposure, adds difficulty and cost.  

      Fluids represent an attractive alternative to solids as a thermoresponsive smart material. 

Liquids and gasses offer distinct and accessible mechanisms for self-assembly, and the 

temperature-dependence of many underlying parameters has yet to be functionally exploited.  

      Here, we explore the possibility of a non-equilibrium multifluid instability to achieve 

temperature-responsive shading in buildings (Fig. 1). We leverage the viscous fingering (VF) 

instability, occurring when a fluid of low viscosity is injected into a fluid of higher viscosity 

within a cavity confined between closely-spaced rigid plates. With a sufficient injection flow 

rate, the interface between the guest and host fluids becomes unstable, fingering to form 

branch-like features. By making use of the viscosity- and temperature-dependence of interfacial 

stability, we can predict and eventually direct the fluid morphology to differentially self-

assemble in response to exterior temperature. In this preliminary work, we sequentially 

demonstrate the dependence of injection pigment morphology on host fluid viscosity, the 

dependence of injection pigment area fraction and light transmission on host fluid viscosity, 

and the dependence of host fluid viscosity on temperature. Taken together, we are able to 

predict the effect of outdoor temperature on visible and infrared light transmittance, towards 

achieving a self-assembling fluidic thermostat for buildings.  

Background 
When a less viscous fluid is forced with pressure into a more viscous fluid within a tightly-

confined space, the interface between fluids buds and bifurcates to form fingers (34). Occurring 

under non-equilibrium conditions, this phenomenon is known as the viscous fingering (VF) 

instability – first observed in oil fields almost a century ago, and fascinating physicists and 

mathematicians ever since (34, 35). Traditionally, VF is studied within Hele-Shaw (H-S) cells, 

which comprise two rigid plates that are separated just enough to provide a sufficient quasi-

two-dimensional venue to observe fluid interactions (36-39). Within H-S cells, the interface 

between immiscible injected guest and host fluids will become unstable and branch (34) if the 

amplification factor of a branch width, 𝑎𝜆 > 0, for 
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Where gravitational forces are assumed to be negligible, the viscosity difference, Δ𝑛 = 𝑛ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 −

𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑉 is the interfacial velocity, 𝑏 is the gap between plates, 𝜎 is the interfacial surface 

tension, and 𝜆 is the finger width of the instability (34).  

      Beyond this characterization, it was more recently observed that the global pattern 

morphology is influenced by the ratio of guest and host fluid viscosities, independent of their 

difference (39). As the ratio between guest and host fluids increases towards 1, the diameter of 

a radial stable region within the fingering pattern also increases (the pattern morphology 

approaches a stable disk) (39). This change in morphology results in noticeable differences to 

the area fraction per radius (spatial density) of the guest fluid. Therefore, by tuning the optical 

properties of guest and host fluids, we hypothesize that the viscosity-dependence of the 

pattern morphology might be useful for modulating optical transmission through a H-S cell.   

 

Figure 1. Conceptualization of responsive liquid shading panel based on thermoresponsive 
self-organization of confined fluids. (a-b) Panel design. (c) Panel filled with host fluid in non-
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shading state. (d) Panel after pigment fluid injection from central inlet. Viscosity instability 
causes fingering at fluid interface. (e) Hypothesized self-organizing shading system, where 

morphology and area coverage of pigment injection are dependent on outdoor temperature. 
Solar transmission decreases with larger area coverage fractions at high temperatures, self-

correcting to actively shade. 

Results 
Viscosity ratio affects pattern morphology  
We fabricated Hele-Shaw cells from two rigid PMMA plates (30x30x0.6 cm3) that we envisioned 
could be integrated along the facades of buildings. Horizontally-oriented cells were filled from a 
central inlet with a viscous transparent mineral oil (host fluid, 288 cP, 20 ℃). To actively shade, 
we injected different water-glycerol mixtures (guest fluid) into the cell at a rate of 5 mL/min, 
containing a carbon black pigment (4 g/L aqueous mixture) (Fig. 2a). We systematically controlled 
relative viscosity (nm /no) between the host oil phase and guest pigment (aqueous mixture) phase 
by changing the ratio of water to glycerol in the mixture (Fig. 2b). We chose to experiment with 
four distinct glycerol-water mixtures: Vg/Vm = 67%, 50%, 33%, and 0%, with a ratio of mixture 
viscosity to oil viscosity, nm/no, of 0.095, 0.029, 0.012, and 0.004, respectively. In agreement with 
(39), we showed that the size of an inner circular region within the pattern grew, and the size of 
an outer fingering region shrank, with an increase in the viscosity ratio, nm /no (Fig. 2c-d). This 
control over global morphology of the pattern confirmed an important control parameter that 
could be easily tuned with fluid viscosities.   
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Figure 2. Pigment morphology is dependent on viscosity ratio. (a) Four distinct fluid pigment 
injection and retraction sequences over time. (b) Viscosity is tuned experimentally by adjusting 
glycerol volume fraction of water-glycerol pigment mixture. Mixture viscosity is calculated using 
(40), from (41, 42). (c-d) As viscosity ratio between pigment fluid and host oil decreases (top to 
bottom of (a)), ratio of fingering region to inner region of pigment increases. (d) is calculated 

using a pattern radius of 9 cm.  

Viscosity ratio affects pattern area fraction and light transmission  
For the pigment morphologies demonstrated in Fig. 2a, we calculated pigment fluid area fraction 
across their growth (Fig. 3b). We injected the guest pigment fluid until the pattern reached a 
maximum radius of 9 cm within the H-S cell, and we compared total area fraction between all 
patterns of different relative viscosities (Fig. 3c). We observed that as relative viscosity increased 
so too did the size of the inner stable region and maximum area fraction of the guest fluid. The 
area fraction of the patterns at a radius of 9 cm grows from 45% up to 70% for an increase in 
relative viscosity from 0.004 to 0.095.  
      We chose host and guest fluids with very different absorption spectra (Supplementary Fig. 1), 
in order to provide maximum optical contrast when differentially injected: we chose a minimum 
concentration of carbon black (4 g/L fluid) for the guest pigment phase such that transmission 
across the entire visible and near-infrared spectrum was zero for an optical path length of 4 mm, 
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and we chose a mineral oil for the host phase such that transmission across the entire visible 
spectrum, and much of the near-infrared spectrum, was high. Given these optical properties, we 
expected that when the panel would be illuminated, the total measured light absorption of the 
panel would be directly related to the area coverage of the guest fluid. To test this, we illuminated 
the panel using a light that provided 90 Lux of luminous flux through the fluid cell before pigment 
injection (experimental setup in Supplementary Fig. 2). We then measured light intensity through 
each injection sequence demonstrated in Fig. 2a, confirming that light transmission was a direct 
function of pigment area fraction (Fig. 3d-e). Accordingly, patterns with higher viscosity ratios (nm 
/no) and higher corresponding area fractions blocked a greater percentage of light from 
transmitting through the cell (Fig. 3f). For a change in relative viscosity from 0.004 to 0.095, we 
demonstrated a change in light intensity of about 27 Lux, representing a change in light 
transmissivity of almost 30% (Fig. 3g).  

 

Figure 3. Pigment area coverage and light transmission of panel are dependent on viscosity 
ratio. (a) Four overlaid fluid pigment injection sequences over time, with labeled viscosity ratios 
(nm /no). (b) Pigment area increases more rapidly during injection when viscosity ratio is lower. 
(c) Due to the dependence of pigment morphology on viscosity ratio, maximum pigment area 
fraction also increases with viscosity ratio. (d) Interior light intensity, measured through the 
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fluid panel, decreases with pigment injection and pigment area fraction. (e) Minimum light 
intensity through the panel decreases linearly with area, measured at maximum area coverage 

for each pigment injection sequence. (f) Due to transmission dependence on pigment area 
fraction, light intensity through the panel decreases with pigment injection area. (g) Therefore, 

using fluids with higher viscosity ratios and larger pigment area fractions results in smaller 
minimum light transmission and measured interior light intensity.  

Viscosity ratio is determined by temperature  
Thus far, we have experimentally demonstrated that the morphology and area fraction of a 
pigment injection within a H-S cell is directly dependent on nm /no. Consequentially, we have 
shown that total light transmission through a H-S cell after fluid injection is also dependent on 
nm /no. Next, we take widely accessible data (43) to plot the dependence of the host fluid viscosity 
on temperature (Fig. 4a). By demonstrating both that light transmission is dependent on nm /no, 
and that nm /no is dependent on temperature, we can reasonably assume that light transmission 
through a H-S cell is dependent on nm /no. Taken together, these two dependencies enclose a 
negative feedback mechanism: in buildings, transmitted light in both the visible and infrared 
spectrum is absorbed indoors as heat. Therefore, as the temperature of the H-S cell increases 
and the area coverage at injection of the pigment fluid grows, we suspect that the transmission 
of solar radiation and indoor heat gain through the fluid layer should decrease.   
      We used viscosity-temperature data from the repository in (43) to plot the dependence of 
host fluid viscosity (no) on temperature (Fig. 4a). Then, assuming an indoor supply of the guest 
fluid at a constant temperature of 20 ℃ (and constant nm of 1 cP), we calculated the relative 
viscosity of the guest and host fluids (nm /no) as a function of outdoor temperature. Given this 
curve, we were able to understand the relative viscosity and pattern morphology range to expect 
for a typical change in outdoor temperature (Fig. 4b). We plotted the pattern morphologies 
corresponding to the four tested relative viscosities along the relative viscosity-temperature 
curve in Fig. 4b. This allowed us to estimate the temperatures at which certain pattern 
morphologies, corresponding to temperature-dependent relative viscosities, would emerge. As 
the temperature increases, the viscosity ratio and area coverage fraction of the pigment injection 
also increases.  
      Finally, knowing the light transmission fraction of each pigment morphology, we plotted the 
light transmission measured through each pigment injection as a function of the outdoor 
temperature associated with its relative viscosity (Fig. 4c). We can see that as the outdoor 
temperature increases, the estimated transmission trends downward, decreasing solar heat gain 
to achieve thermoresponsive performance. For example, with an increase in the temperature of 
the building panel from 15-40 ℃ (a common transition from the morning to afternoon on a hot 
summer day in an arid climate), the light transmission fraction through the cell might decrease 
by almost 10%. This estimation represents a measurable impact on solar heat gain.  
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Figure 4. Instantaneous pigment morphologies are estimated to be thermoresponsive and 
self-correcting, becoming less transmissive (increasing pigment area coverage) with outdoor 

temperature. (a) Viscosity of host oil (SAE 15W-40 oil, no) as function of temperature. Data 
from (43). (b) Ratio between viscosity of room temperature (20 ℃) water (pigment fluid, nm) 

and host fluid (oil, no), as function of outdoor temperature. Pigment injections corresponding to 
temperature-corelated viscosity ratios are overlaid along the graph to demonstrate at which 
temperatures each morphology can be expected. (c) Estimated light transmission at time of 

injection through pigment cell as a function of temperature. Values were measured using 
distinct fluids at room temperature that provide viscosity ratios equivalent to those of nm,20℃ 

/no at increasing temperatures. Transmission was calculated for all patterns at a radius of 9 cm.  

 

Discussion  
We have estimated that the self-organizing morphology of the VF instability can be leveraged as 
a functional thermostat to regulate solar radiation through building envelopes. The 
temperature range across which this mechanism might be applied can be easily tuned by 
controlling both the guest and host fluid viscosities. Light transmission control can be further 
expanded by adjusting fluid properties (surface tension), cell geometry (gap height), and 
operation (injection flow rate). Accordingly, it may be possible to achieve substantially greater 
changes in pattern morphology and light transmission within modest outdoor temperature 
ranges, however one functional limitation must first be addressed. Because VF patterns emerge 
under non-equilibrium conditions, their morphology is characteristically unstable. Moreover, if 
the cell is oriented in the vertical plane, the guest fluid (unless of an equivalent density as the 
host fluid) will drift due to buoyant forces. To ‘lock’ the morphology of an injected fluid at the 
onset of pattern emergence, the host fluid must be viscous enough to resist the forces of 
interfacial relaxation and buoyancy. Identifying fluids that can achieve this property, while 
additionally performing as a self-organizing thermostat across a reasonable range of 
temperatures, represents an exciting future undertaking. Such liquid and/or gas pairs would 
desirably flow just enough (with sufficient injection force) at the onset of pattern formation, 
but could then be resistant enough (to gravitational force) to circumvent this same property 
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immediately thereafter. In principle, an abundance of fluids can be applied within this 
thermoresponsive system, and the generalizability of this mechanism holds promise for 
divergent engineering applications, where other fluid properties may be relevant.  
      In this work, in line with previous studies (39), we demonstrate how the radius of an inner 
stable region of an injected fluid changes as a function of relative viscosity, nm /no. While this 
morphological feature is the basis for a change in area fraction, another feature is dependent 
not on relative viscosity but on viscosity difference, no - nm. As the temperature changes, so too 
does the viscosity difference. Viscosity difference, as first introduced in (34), is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the characteristic width of a finger in the branching VF 
morphology. Higher outdoor temperatures, and lower viscosity differences, cause larger widths 
of finger features. This feedback is also thermally self-correcting, as fluid morphologies with 
larger finger widths have larger total area fractions.  
      In buildings, entirely passive materials remain difficult to integrate. Functional goals are 
often competing, such that some level of user control is considered desirable. In this work, 
while the morphology of the injection is thermoresponsive, the mechanism of actuation 
remains mechanical. This balance allows for a general level of digital access over a shading 
response, while avoiding the need for localized proportional control. Regarding building 
integration, we imagine that H-S cells might be arrayed over a large planar area. Such multicell 
facades with several fluidic panels could achieve differential thermally-responsive actions in 
response to gradients of solar flux, or indoor temperature, across the space.  
      This demonstration of functionally self-organizing fluids might also have relevance in other 
domains of study. The thermoresponsive VF mechanism can be generally applied to fluids with 
a range of other properties, such that temperature-dependent morphology change can be 
leveraged to achieve sensing, communication, and camouflage. Modified H-S cells can be 
applied in soft or hard materials, and we envision applications of this system within wearables, 
displays, and vehicles.  
      Finally, we imagine this exploration represents one of the first adaptations of nonlinear fluid 
dynamics within architectural design. We hope the broad ideas that this work encompasses can 
engage further conversation between fluid physicists and designers. Such divergent fields have 
much to offer one another, and their intersection can provide new direction for the 
development of materials and mechanisms that could underlie the future of responsive 
buildings.  
 

Materials and Methods 
Cell Fabrication and Experiments 
We fabricated Hele-Shaw cells from 6-mm-thick laser-cut (Universal Laser Systems PLS 6.150D) 
PMMA plates, sealed at the edges with a 1-mm-thick double-sided elastomer adhesive (VHB, 
3M). We drilled a central inlet and four corner outlets into one of the plates, adhering luer locks 
to all ports, to which we connected PVC tubing (1/4" I.D. x 3/8" O.D.). Inlet tubing was fed into a 
digital syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, NE-1010) to regulate consistent flow of the 
pigment fluid. For light intensity measurements, we used a handheld LED light source (Neewer, 
10095736) to provide a constant luminous flux of 90 Lux through the panel. Interior light 
intensity behind the cell during pigment injection was measured with a light intensity 
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datalogger (Extech, HD450). And experimental video frames were digitized and analyzed in 
ImageJ (NIH, United States) and Rhinoceros3D (McNeel, United States). 

Fluid Preparation  
We used castor mineral oil (Heritage Store) as the host fluid, using temperature-viscosity data 
from the repository in (43). We used glycerol-water mixtures (BioShop, purity 99%) with 
suspended carbon black particles (Davis Colors) as the pigment guest fluid. Mixtures were 
sonicated (iSonic, D3200) for two minutes. And mixture viscosity was calculated using the 
calculator developed in (40), from the relationships developed in (41, 42). UV-vis-infrared 
spectrophotometry (Perkin-Elmer Lambda, 1050) was performed to measure transmission 
properties for both the guest and host fluids.  

Data availability  

All data can be made available by the authors upon reasonable request. 
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Additional Information 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Transmission properties for guest (black) and host (grey) liquid phases 

within the visible and near-infrared spectrum.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Experimental setup for light intensity measurements with active 

pigment fluid injections. 

 


